AFTER   EVEREST
is good and sincere, offering to India, in humility and as her *
servants, God as Christ revealed Him. With regard to the
popular Hinduism which was briefly described in the pre-
ceding chapter, the situation is different. We missionaries .
are guests of India, and must be loyal to our hosts in what
we say or think about them. But we have an even higher
loyalty. We are ambassadors of Christ, and cannot yield
where His interests are involved. Besides, our very loyalty
to our Indian hosts implies that if we see a definitely wrong
thing we should in courtesy and humility point it out and
direct them to a better way.
In doing so, we must get our own minds straight. We
must realize that the evils and deficiencies of popular
Hinduism are in many cases seen in other religions as well,
and some of them have from time to time bitten like a-
canker into the various branches of the Christian Church
itself. When we find, as we do to-day in England, some
of the bishops advocating an increase of armaments, and
denouncing pacifism, whilst equally respected leaders of the
Church, convinced that only the way of love is right, are
calling themselves pacifists—it is obvious that one or the
other of these views is wrong. The Church has not yet -
learned to be Christian in its thought, or it would have
settled these points long ago, as have the Quakers. So it is
with feelings entirely devoid of superiority that we must
carry on as God's ambassadors, and offer our service as
friends of India. With the popular religion of the temples,
with their atmosphere of sinister import, with the diabolical
doings of animistic worship and black magic, with the soul-
destroying system of caste, there must be no compromise.
These things are evil, and most of them are kept alive by
vested interests and by the powers inherent in man that
oppose God and goodness. I do not believe that Christ can
make use of these things. Though He may use the good
things of Vedic Hinduism and become the object of India's
devotion, yet, where He comes, evils, such as the religion
of the temples, will disappear, for they have no part nor
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